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THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD IN FICTION.
BY W. R. THAYER.
Each age has the defects of its qualities. That
the present age stands pre-eminent in scientific attain-
ments, no one will deny ; but not every one perceives
that the very qualities which conduce to precious re-
sults in Science appear as defects when they are ap-
plied to other departments of human energy. Thus
there is now a school of writers and artists who main-
tain that the "scientific method " should be adopted
in Fiction and Art. Is this assumption valid ? Should
a novel or a painting be subjected to the same pro-
cesses as a medical treatise, or a surgical plate ? Let
us hear what the advocates of this theory, which goes
under the name of Realism or Naturalism, have to
say in their defence ; and let us listen to their spokes-
man, Zola, because he has formulated this theory,
and because he is a strong thinker, whereas Mr.
Howells and the other Realists in England and Amer-
ica merely echo and imitate him.
Zola was originally a Romanticist, but on reading
the works of the able physiologist, Claude Bernard,
who found medicine an art and left it a science, he
was persuaded that a similar improvement was pos-
sible in the art of fiction. "Thanks to the experi-
mental method," * he says, " Bernard first established
the difference which exists between the sciences of
observation and the sciences of experiment. He comes
to the conclusion that experiment is at bottom only
intentional observation. All experimental reasoning
is based on doubt, for the experimenter should have
no preconceived idea in the presence of nature, and
should always retain his liberty of mind. He simply
accepts- the phenomena which are produced, when
they are proved." This is the attitude of the true
scientist towards inanimate nature, which he regards
as an organism in which chemical and dynamical pro-
cesses are in constant operation : but, since inanimate
objects can be thus observed, thus experimented upon,
what shall prevent the scientist from treating all
animate nature, including man, in the same fashion ?
"The difference depends solely on the fact that a material
object is surrounded by an external and common environment,
whilst the elements of superior organisms move in an internal and
perfected environment, which is nevertheless endowed with con-
* I quote tbroughout from Zola's Le Roman Experimental.
stant physico-chemical properties, like the external environment.
Whence it follows that there is an absolute determinism in the
conditions of existence of natural phenomena, as well for living
bodies as for inanimate objects. Determinism is the cause which
determines the apparition of phenomena. This immediate cause
is nothing more than the physical and material condition of the
existence or of the manifestation of phenomena. The aim of the
experimental method, the goal of all scientific research, is there-
fore identical for living bodies and for inanimate objects : it con-
sists in finding the relations which unite any phenomenon whatso-
ever to its immediate cause, or,—to express this in another way
—
to determine the conditions necessary to the manifestation of this
phenomenon. Experimental science ought not to trouble herself
about the why of things : she explains the /low, no more."
This is the gist of Bernard's theory of the purpose
and scope of science, and he proceeds to demonstrate
that it should be applied to the study and practice of
medicine. The physician is not merely a scientific
observe!-, but he is also an experimenter : a distinction
well put, as we shall perceive when we reflect that
astronomy, for instance, can never be more than a
science of observation, because the astronomer cannot
act upon the stars, but can only observe their motions
and conditions ; whereas chemistry or physiology is a
science of experiment, because the chemist or physiol-
ogist can here act upon nature and modify it. Bernard
further defines the duties of these two classes of scien-
tific men.
"The observer," he says, "verifies purely and simply the
phenomena which he has under his eyes. He should be the pho-
tographer of phenomena ; his observations should exactly repre-
sent nature. He listens to her and he writes her dictation. But
as soon as this fact has been verified and the phenomenon well ob-
served, the idea comes, reasoning intervenes, and the experimenter
is he who, in virtue of an interpretation more or less probable,
but anticipated, of the phenomena observed, institutes the ex-
periment in such a way that, in the logical order of his previsions,
it may furnish a result to serve to correct the hypothesis or the
preconceived idea. From the moment when the result of the ex-
periment is manifest, the experimenter confronts a veritable ob-
servation which he has superinduced, and which must be verified,
like every observation, without preconceived idei. The experi-
menter should then disappear, or, rather, transform himself in-
stantly into the observer."
Such is the double role of the man of science : such,
Zola affirms, should be the method of the novelist
whose "problem is to know what a certain passion,
operating in a given milieu and in certain conditions,
will produce from the point of view of the individual
and of society. An experimental novel is simply that
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report of the experiment, which the novelist repeats
under the eyes of the public. In a word, the whole
process consists in taking the facts from nature, then
of studying the mechanism of facts, in working upon
them by the modifications of circumstances and of
wZ/iVz/.v, without ever departing from thelawsof nature.
"
Of course, Zola acknowledges, we are far from having
attained in our observation of human nature, to the
certitudes of chemistry, or even of the recently-de-
veloped science of physiology : but then, the scientific
novel is only in its infancy. "We must modify nature,
without going outside of nature, when we employ in
our novels the experimental method." A significant
admission, to which may be joined the following sen-
tence : " The novelist must see, comprehend, invent.
An observed fact should inspire the idea of the exper-
iment to be made, of the novel to be written, to arrive
at the complete understanding of a truth. He starts
from doubt in order to arrive at absolute knowledge :
and he does not cease to doubt until the mechanism
of a passion, taken apart and put together again by
him, works according to the laws fixed by nature."
The determinism of inanimate bodies was long ago
established; that of living bodies is becoming day by day
recognized, and Zola does not hesitate to announce the
approach of the time "when the laws of thought and
of passions will be formulated in their turn. A single
determinism must rule the stone by the wayside and
the brain of man In a word, we novelists should
operate on the character, on the passions, on facts
human and social, as the chemist and physicist operate
on inanimate bodies, and the physiologist operates on
living bodies. Determinism dominates all." But
not until we shall have mastered the physico-chem-
ical conditions of the inner nature of man, shall
we find what determines the external phenomena of
his life. "The experimental novel is a consequence
of the scientific evolution of the century; it continues
and completes physiology, which in turn rests on chem-
istry and physics ; it substitutes for the study of man
abstract, of man metaphysical, the study of man nat-
ural, submitted to physico-chemical laws and deter-
mined by the influences of his surroundings : it is, in
a word, the literature of our scientific age, as classic
and romantic literature corresponded to a scholastic
and to a theological age."
Coming now to the question of the application and
moral purpose of this method, Zola declares that
the great role of the realistic novelist is "to penetrate
the how of things, in order to become superior to things,
and to reduce them to the state of obedient wheels.
We are experimental novelists." But it is unjust, he
says, to charge realists with being materialists : the
determinism which they seek to trace in the acts and
thoughts of human beings must not be confounded
with fatalism. "Fatalism supposes the inevitable
manifestation of a phenomenon independent of its con-
ditions, whereas determinism is the necessary condi-
tion of a phenomenon of which the manifestation is
not forced." Apply the experimental method, and
"there is no longer either materialism, or spiritualism,
either dead matter, or living matter; there are only
phenomena whose conditions are to be determined,
that is to say, circumstances which play the role of
immediate cause in relation to these phenomena."
We are to draw no moral from our works, which should
carry their own moral with them. The public has no
right to incense itself at any experiment the novelist
may choose to make in its presence. The chemist
does not hate prussic acid or azote ; he suppresses the
chemicals when they are harmful to him. Society
should behave with such neutral equanimity, when
the Realist submits to it his reports of degradation
and crime.
By simply reasoning from analogy, we may predict
that the experimental novel will inevitably be the
backbone of all future literature—nay, that the experi-
mental method will eventually dominate poetry, paint-
ing and sculpture—if, indeed, these arts do not have
the good sense to betake themselves as fast as they
can to oblivion.
" The human mind," says Bernard, "at the various periods
of its evolution, has passed successively through sentiment, reason,
and experiment. At first, when sentiment alone imposed itself on
reason, it created the truth of faith, that is theology. Reason or
philosophy becoming next mistress, it begot scholasticism. Finally
experiment,— that is the study of natural phenomena,—taught man
that the truths of the exterior world are formulated, at the outset,
neither in the sentiment nor in the reason. These are only our
indispensable guides ; but, to reach these truths, it is necessary to
descend into the objective reality of things where they lie hidden
with their phenomenal forms In the search for truth by
means of this (experimental) method, the sentiment has always the
initiative, and begets the a priori idea or intuition ; reason, or
reasoning, then develops the idea and deduces its logical conse-
quences."
To all of which Zola says amen. "We can ad-
mit nothing occult ; there are but phenomena and the
conditions of phenomena," declares M. Bernard ; and
again Zola replies amen.
Bernard seems to be a little more lenient than his
disciple towards romancers and poets, and even com-
pares philosophers to "musicians who play the Mar-
seillaise of Theories, whilst men of science hurl them-
selves in an assault upon the unknown."
Savants need recreation from their exact investi-
gations, says Zola, and so they tolerate the most
extravagant theories, and wish to restrict literature to
the ideal. " But it is only a flute aria which they per-
mit one to play to them." "Literary and artistic
productions never grow old," says Bernhard, "in the
sense that they are the expressions of sentiments as
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immutable as human nature." "True," replies Zola
"but a great savant will also be read from this same
point of view, because the spectacle of a great savant
who has been able to write is quite as interesting as
that of a great poet." But Bernard seems (to me, at
least) to have stated the insurmountable objection
to Zola's pretensions, when he says : "In the arts
and in letters, personality dotninates all. The question
there is of a spontaneous creation of the mind, and
this has no more in common with the verification of
natural phenomena, in which our mind must create
nothing." Zola glides over this fatal truth, by merely
expressing surprise; "I am at a loss to understand
to what branch of letters this most illustrious savant
refers," says he; "without doubt, he is thinking of
lyric poetry, because he would not have written this
sentence had the experimental novel—the works of
Balzac and of Stendhal—been in his mind." Meta-
physical man being dead, this is the age of physiolog-
ical man. "Doubtless," says Zola, in concluding his
gospel, "the wrath of Achilles, the love of Dido, will
remain pictures eternally beautiful; but behold, the
need overtakes us of analyzing wrath and love, and of
seeing precisely how these passions operate in the
human being. The point of view is new, it becomes
experimental instead of being philosophical. In short,
all is summed up in this grand fact : the experimental
method, as well in literature as in the sciences, is on
the road to determine these phenomena natural, in-
individual, and social, of which till now metaphysics
had given onl}' irrational and supernatural explana-
tions."
Let us complete this epitome of Zola's doctrines
by quoting the description he gives of the actual
method of an experimental novelist who wishes, for
example, to write a novel on the theatrical world :
—
" He starts from this general idea, without having as yet either
a fact or a person. His first care will be to collect in notes all
that he knows about this world which he wishes to paint. He has
been acquainted with some actor, he has attended some perform-
ance. Here are already documents— the best—which have ripened
in him. Then, he will set out on the war-path, he will make the
men best informed on the subject talk with him, he will gather the
sayings, the stories, the portraits. Nor is this all ; he will ne.xtlook
up written documents, reading all that may be useful to him.
Finally, he will visit the places ; he will live a few days in a
theatre in order to learn its smallest nooks ; he will pass his even-
ings in an actress's box ; he will impregnate himself as much as
possible with the surrounding atmosphere. And, the documents
being complete, his novel will take shape of itself. The novelist
will have only to distribute the facts logically. From all he has
heard the end of the drama—the story which he needs to set up
the carcase of his chapters—will disengage itself. The interest is
no longer in the strangeness of the story : on the contrary, the
more that it is banale and general, the more will it become typical.
To make real persons move among real surroundings, to give to
the reader a shred of human life,—there is all the realistic novel."
Here, then, is the authentic statement of this new
method, which we are assured, is the only true one.
This is the Magna Charta on which all future litera-
ture will base its claims to liberty. I confess, that,
for a person who despises metaphysics, Zola has in-
dulged pretty freely in metaphysical terms, and has
not always used them strictly : but this should not
prejudice us in our estimate of the theory itself. Have
not theologians for centuries succeeded in wrapping
up the simple and beautiful teachings of Christ in
mummy-cloths of dogma?
The chief excellence in this theory I conceive to
be its honesty, and its recognition of the possible im-
portance of any human being as a subject of investi-
gation. Now, these merits can hardly be too highly
admired. Honesty, the purpose on the part of the
narrator to tell only what he can verify, has not al-
ways guided the makers of books. Most men are
doctrinaires,—Zola himself is a conspicuous doctri-
naire,
—
persons that is, who, having absorbed some
particular theorj' of life, or art, fashion all their work,
all their speech, to match that view. They are candid
as far as they go. Take, for a single example, Sunday
School literature; the good little boy attends church
on Sunday, while the bad little boy goes skating and
falls into an air-hole ; one grows up to be a deacon,
the other—if he escapes drowning—is sure to spend
the larger part of his manhood in prison, and his old
age in the poor-house. This literature is not honest,
because it substitutes for the intricate but inevitable
working of the moral law, an arbitrary scheme of re-
wards ; it is based not upon the methods of Provi-
dence, but upon the methods which the pious writer
would adopt were he Providence. Ascending higher
in the scale of literature, we encounter troops of novels
inspired with a purpose, whether didactic, or political,
or economical. To writers who contemplate the world
in this fashion, "it has lost its innocence," and we
need but confront them with Zola's declaration, that
the work should convey its own moral. Nature does
not write a tag on each of us, but she leaves us to de-
cide for ourselves whether a man, a deed, a policy, be
good or bad. The lesson of Lear, the significance of
Macbeth, seem restricted and paltry when interpreted
by commentators. So far then as Realists live up to
their rule of honesty we shall not quarrel with them.
Let us tolerate nothing but the truth, whether in
science or in art. But—what is Truth ?
The second admirable tenet of the Realist—that
any human being may be worthy of reverent study
—
harmonizes at once with the catholic attitude which
science has taught us to hold toward the material
world, and with the democratic spirit which is slowly
revolutionizing our social views. During this century
science has turned from the splendid but vain search
for the absolute and infinite, to the patient examina-
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tion of the relative and finite. It has given up trying
to solve the why of things, and has devoted itself with
unexampled precision and enthusiasm to describe the
Iwii' of things. 'Tis an age of taking account of stock
and of making inventories : we will know and name
every molecule ; we will analyze every force, and rep-
resent it by a formula. It is as if the world were a vast
library whose myriads of volumes and pamphlets had
hitherto lain in confusion on the floors and in the
corners ; an army of enlightened and zealous scholars"
enter it ; they sweep away the cobwebs and dust
;
they examine and catalogue each book, and put it on
the proper shelf, according to order and system, so
that any work in the collection can henceforth be
readily consulted. In this undertaking there is plainly
no great and no small. Not an atom can be neglected
;
things are not intrinsically precious, but they may be
of inestimable impoirtance in their relations to other
things. A fossil fern-leaf may be the clue to a whole
series of botanical problems ; the twitching of the
muscles of a vivisected frog, may reveal to the sur-
geon the operations of disease in human bodies, and
suggest to him a remedy therefor. Every object in
nature, thus refers, to every other object. The fact
that a ray of light is split up into the primary colors
in passing through a lens, seemed merely a curious bit
of information, until it enabled us by means of the
spectroscope, to know the constitution of the stars.
No wonder that no particle, no creature is insignificant
to the man of science ! He stands midway between
the world of the infinitely small and the world of the
infinitely great. Looking down through his micros-
cope he passes in review all .organized life down to
the primordial cell or germ, he scrutinizes all inor-
ganic matter down to the atom ; looking up through his
telescope, he beholds the planets and the sun, Sirius
and Canopus and Vega, and the incalculably distant
nebulae, and the motions of the constellations and the
ebb and flow of the sidereal tides. Everywhere he
beholds unity; everything teaching him catholicity
and reverence. But, admitting this, shall we not ask
whether the methods, which give the best results in
Science, are the best methods for Fiction and Art?
Does our insight into human nature depend upon the
powerof our telescopes or the sharpnessof our lancets ?
RELIGION, NATURAL.*
BY PROFESSOR F. MAX MULLER.
We have thus far explored one road only that led
our ancestors from nature to nature's God. It is, no
doubt, an important road, but we must remember that
it is but one out of many. Whether we examine the
religions of civilized or uncivilized races, we shall al-
* From a Report in the London Christian World, copies of which were
kindly sent us by Prof. Max Miiller.
ways find that they started, not only from fire, but
from many of the other great phenomena of nature,
such as the storm-wind, the sun, the moon, the stars,
the sky, the sea, the earth, the rivers, and the moun-
tains, in their gropings after what lies beyond, after the
invisible agent, the father, the author, after the God
revealed to the senses in the countless miracles of
nature.
If the storm-wind was from the first called the
crusher or shouter, people soon asked, who is it, that
shouts and crushes. If the sun was called the shin-
ing and warming, the question could not long be sup-
pressed, who it was that shines and warms. The sky,
as participating in the work of the sun and the moon
and the stars, of the storm, the lightning, and the
rain, was also asked who he was or who was behind
and above the sky, who was the real agent of all the
acts performed on the stage of heaven. The very
earth, though so near and palpable and familiar, be-
came nevertheless mysterious when it was asked what
life there was in her, and when it was felt how much
she did in her quiet and much-suffering way for all who
dwelt in her fields and forests. If we like we may call
this primitive wonderment at what seems to us at
present so very natural, and the religious and mytho-
logical phraseology that sprang from that wonderment,
by such names as Animism, Personification, and Antiiro-
pomorphism. Only we must remember that the histor-
ical student of religion cannot rest satisfied with mere
names, but that his chief object is to account for facts,
and thus to understand something, however little, of
the inevitable growth and development of religious
and mythological concepts.
If we have once clearly understood the inseparable
connection between thought and language, our task
becomes much easier. I know but too well how great
a mental effort is required in order to apprehend that
fact and all its far-reaching consequences. When
human beings were once in possession of the name
and concept of anima or soul, of persona, person,
of manhood and godhead, we can well understand
that they should have predicated anima or soul of the
sun, personality of the moon, manhood of the storm,
and godhead of the sky. But the real question is,
how were the name-concepts of anima, persona, homo,
and dei/s elaborated, and what organic connection
was there between them and such concepts as the
sun, the moon, and the sky.
To imagine that mythology and religion could have
arisen by ancient poets calling sun, moon, and sky
animated, or personal, or manlike, or divine, would
be, to use a familiar phrase, to put the cart before the
horse. There is such a phase in the later periods of
the growth of the human mind. We ourselves are
still living in it, our poetry draws most of its inspira-
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tion from it. We hear our poets express their 'faith
that every flower enjoys the airs it breathes'; they
speak of ' the morn, in russet mantle clad, walking
o'er the dew of yon high eastern hill.' We have read
of ' a brotherhood of venerable trees,' and of the 'sable
goddess, Night,' and we know perfectly well what is
meant by all this, because we are in possession of a
large dictionary of language and thought. But if we
want really to understand this phraseology, we have
first to find our way into more distant pre-historic
periods, into the dark subterraneous caves where those
weapons were forged with which man from the earliest
days fought his battles and made his conquests.
Besides the lesson which we have thus learnt from
the comparative study of American, Babylonian,
Indian, and Teutonic mythologies, as to the possible
development of the highest concept of divinity out of
the simplest phenomena of nature, there is another
lesson which was impressed upon us when studying
the history of Agni, and which is even more strongly
inculcated by the history of the Storm-gods. The
ancient gods were not restricted to one character.
Agni, for instance, was, no doubt, the fire on the
hearth, but any poet might speak of him as born in
the sky, as lightning, as rising as the sun in the morn-
ing and setting in the evening, as generated by the
firesticks, nay, as identical with the warmth and life
of the animal world.
In like manner the father of the Maruts is not only
a meteoric deity, sending his arrows from the clouds,
he is also a celestial deity—he is, in fact, one side of
the power of light and life which is recognized in the
sky, and called Dyans, and recognized in the sun, and
called Ivar. How the sky and the sun gave the most
powerful impulse to the formation of mythological and
religious ideas I have on so many occasions endeav-
ored to explain that I must content myself here with
referring you to my Lectures on the Science of Lan-
guage, and to my Hibbert Lectures on the Origin of
Religion, with special reference to India. The result
is everywhere the same. The sun, the sky, the fire,
are named, and could only be named by names ex-
pressive of agency. This was, as we saw, a necessity
of what you may call either language or thought.
Having been named, these solar, celestial, or ig-
neous agents became the object of early thought. They
were described in their manifold manifestations, partic-
ularly such as influenced the life and the acts of man.
After a time these various manifestations were recog-
nized as external only, and the agent being more and
more divested of these external veils, was slowly rec-
ognized as something else, something by itself, some-
thing beyond the finite knowledge of man, and in the
end as something subnatural, supernatural, and in-
finite.
This led everywhere to the two phases of Henc-
theism and Polytheism, and by a still more powerful
abstraction, to Monotheism, that is, the recognition of
one agent, one father, one god, hidden behind the
magic veil of nature, but revealed by an irresistible
necessity, which postulates something infinite and
divine without, because it has discovered something
infinite and divine within. Thus we may discover in
all the errors of mythology, and in what we call the
false or pagan religions of the world, an element of
truth that grows stronger and stronger as it throws off
its old integuments, and becomes at last what it was
intended to be from the first—a recognition of the
Infinite, throwing off its veils before our eyes and re-
vealing to us itself more and more in its own purity
and holiness.
Thus the two concepts, that of evolution and that
of revelation, which seem at first so different, become
one in the end. If there is a purpose running through
the ages, if nature is not blind, if there are agents,
recognized at last as the agents of our own Will, behind
the whole phenomenal world, then the evolution of
man's belief in the Supreme Will is the truest reve-
lation of the Supreme Will, and must remain the ada-
mantine foundation, on which all religion rests,
whether we call it natural or supernatural.
What can a study of Natural Religion teach us ?
Why, it teaches us that religion is natural, is real, is
inevitable, is universal. Is that nothing? Is it noth-
ing to know that there is a solid rock on which all re-
ligion, call it natural or supernatural, is founded? Is
it nothing to learn from the annals of history that ' God
has not left Himself without witness, in that He did
good, and gave us rain from heaven, and fruitful sea-
sons, filling our hearts, and the hearts of the whole
human race, with food and gladness.'
If you examine the attacks that have been made on
religion, which have proved the more dangerous
—
those on Natural or those on Supernatural Religion ?
Christianity, to which alone, at least among ourselves,
the name of a Supernatural Religion would be con-
ceded, has been surrounded, during the nineteen cen-
turies of its existence, with many ecclesiastical out-
works. Some of these outworks ought probably never
to have been erected. But when they were attacked
and had to be surrendered, Christianity itself has re-
mained unaffected, nay, it has been strengthened
rather than weakened by their surrender. The Refor-
mation swept away a good many of these ecclesias-
tical fences and entrenchments, and the spirit of the
Reformation, dangerous as it was supposed to be at
the time to the most vital interests of Christianity,
has never been at rest again, and will never be at rest.
Under the name of Biblical criticism the same re-
forming spirit- is at work in our days, and whatever
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may be thought of it in other countries, in the country
of Knox, in the ancient home of free thought and free
speech, that reforming spirit will never be stiffed, how-
( ver dangerous it may seem at times even in the eyes
of old and honest reformers. There can be no doubt
that free inquiry has swept away, and will sweep away,
many things which have been highly valued, and which
were considered essential by many honest and pious
minds, and yet who will say that true Christianity,
Christianity which is known by its fruit, is less vigor-
ous now than it has ever been before ?
There have been dissensions in the Christian Church
from the time of the Apostles to our own times. We
have passed through them ourselves, we are passing
through them even now. But in spite of all the hard,
and harsh, and unchristian language, that has been
used in these controversies, who would doubt now,
after their lives and their deepest convictions have
been laid open before the world, that Kingsley was as
deeply religious a man as Newman, that Stanley served
his Church as faithfully as Pusey, and that Dr. Mar-
tineau, the Unitarian, deserves the name of a Chris-
tian as much as Dr. Liddon ?
A study of the ancient religions of the world taught
them that many things in nature which are now con-
sidered natural, appeared to the minds of the earliest
observers as by no means natural, but as astounding,
as truly miraculous, as supernatural. Unfortunately,
it is still with many of us as it was with the Jews of
old. They were always hankering for something ex-
clusive and exceptional, for something supernatural
and miraculous. They would not believe unless they
saw signs and wonders, designed for their special ben-
efit, while they remained blind to the true signs and
wonders that appealed to them on every side. And
yet the founders of the three greatest religions of the
woild, however much they may differ on other points,
are unanimous on one point—namely, in their con-
demnation of this hankering after the miraculous, and
after the supernatural, falsely so-called.
A French philosopher and poet, Amiel, has truly
said: "A miracle depends for its existence far more
on the subject who sees, than on the object that is
seen. A miracle is a perception of the soul, the vision
of the Divine behind nature. There is no miracle for
the indifferent. Religious souls only are capable of
recognizing the finger of God in certain events." But
while on one side a study of Natural Religion teaches
us that much of what we are inclined to class as nat-
ural, to accept as a matter of course, nay, to pass by
as unmeaning, is in reality full of meaning, is full of
God, is, in fact, truly miraculous, it also opens our
eyes to another fact—namely, that many things which
we are inclined to class as supernatural are in reality
perfectl}' natural, perfectl}' intelligible, na}', inevitable,
in the growth of every religion.
Thus it has been the chief object of my lectures to
show that the concept of God arises by necessit}- in
the human mind, and is not, as so many theologians
will have it, the result of one special disclosure, granted
only to Jews and Christians. It seems to me impos-
sible to resist this conviction when a comparative
study of the great religions of the world shows us that
the highest attributes which we claim for the Deity
are likewise ascribed to it by the Sacred Books of
other religions. This is either a fact or no fact, and
if it is a fact no conscientious scholar would in our
days try to explain it away by saying that the poets of
the Veda, for instance, had borrowed their concept of
God and His essential attributes from the Jews. I
have never been able to understand the object of these
futile endeavors. Do we lose anything if we find that
what we hold to be the most valuable truth is shared
in and supported by millions of human beings ? An-
cient philosophers were most anxious to support their
own belief in God by the unanimous testimony of man-
kind. They made the greatest efforts to prove that
there was no race so degraded and barbarous as to be
without a belief in something Divine. Some modern
theologians, on the contrary, seem to grudge to all
religions but their own the credit of having a pure and
true, nay, any concept of God, quite forgetful of the
fact that a truth does not cease to be a truth because
it is accepted universally.
This universal consensus embraces, besides the
concept of God, many of the moral commandments
which we are accustomed to consider as communi-
cated to man by a special revelation. The command-
ment to love our enemies and to return good for evil,
the most sublime doctrine of Christianity—so sublime,
indeed, that Christians themselves have declared it to
be too sublime for this world—can be shown to belong
to the universal code of faith and morality from which
the highest religions have drawn their strength and
life. Let me first quote the words of Christ :
" You have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy
neighbor and hate thine enemy. But I say unto you, Love your
enemies, bless them that curse you, and pray for them which de-
spitefuUy use you and persecute you. That you may be the chil-
dren of your Father which is in heaven : for He maketh his sun to
rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just
and the unjust."
Now, let us first consult a religion which cannot
possibly be suspected of having borrowed anything
from Christianity. Let us take one of the three great
religions of China, Taoism, such as we know it from
the writings of Lao-tze, who lived about 600 b. c. In
the xlix. chapter of the Tao-te king, Lao-tze says :
'
' The good I would meet with goodness, the not-good I would
also meet with goodness. The faithful I would meet with faith,
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the not-faithful I would also meet with faith. Virtue is faithful.
The sage dwells in the world with a timid reserve ; but his mind
blends in love with all. The people all turn their ears and eyes
upon him, and the sage thinks of them all as his children."
In chapter Ixiii. he says again :
" Recompense injury w'ith kindness."
How widely spread and how old this doctrine must
have been in China, we may gather from some curious
remarks made by Confucius, the contemporary of
Laotze and the founder or reformer of the national
religion of China. In the 'Analects ' we read :
" Some one said, ' What do you say concerning the principle
that injury should be recompensed with kindness ?' The Master
said ; ' With what will you recompense kindness ? Recompense
injury with justice, and kindness with kindness.' "
This is evidently the language of a philosopher
rather than of a religious teacher. Confucius seems
to have perceived that to love our enemies is almost
too much for human nature, and he declares himself
satisfied therefore with demanding justice to our ene-
mies—and who does not know how difficult it is to
fulfil even that commandment? However, the true
prophets who thought not so much of what men are
as what men ought to be, insisted on love, or, at all
events, on pity for our enemies as the highest virtue.
Thus' Buddha said :
"Let a man overcome evil by good; let him overcome the
greedy by liberality, the liar by truth For hatred does not
cease by hatred at any time ; hatred ceases by love ; tliis is an old
ntle"
Remark here again the same expression, that the
commandment to love your enemy is an old rule in the
eyes of Buddha as it was .in the eyes of Confucius.
What, then, becomes of the attempts to show that the
doctrine of love towards our enemies must have been
borrowed, wherever we find it, from the New Testa-
ment, as if that doctrine would become less true be-
cause other religions also teach it, or because it had
been revealed, in the truest sense of that word, to all
who had eyes to see and hearts to love. It is truth
that makes revelation, not revelation that makes truth.
To those who see no difficulties in their own re-
ligion, the study of other religions will create no new
difficulties. It will only help them to appreciate more
fully what they already possess. For with all that I
have said that other religions also contain all that is
necessary for salvation, it would be simply dishonest
on my part were I to hide my conviction that the re-
ligion taught by Christ, and free as yet from all eccle-
siastical fences and entrenchments, is the best, the
purest, the truest religion the world has ever seen. To
others, again, whose very faith is founded on honest
doubt, the study of other religions will prove of im-
mense service. If in my present course of lectures I
have proved no more than that the concept of God, in
its progress from the imperfect to the more and more
perfect, constitutes the inalienable birthright of man
;
that, without any special revelation, it was revealed to
every human being, endowed with sense, with reason
and language, by the manifestation of God in Nature
;
that the admission of, and the belief, in a real Agent
in all these works of nature, is found under various
and sometimes strange disguises in all the religions of
the world ; if, I say, I have succeeded in proving this
by facts, by facts taken from the Sacred Books of all
nations, so far as they are accessible to us, then my
labor has not been in vain.
THE RACE QUESTION.
BY C. STANILAND WAKE.
This subject continues to attract considerable at-
tention, and Prof. E. D. Cope having again referred to
it in The Open Court, I am tempted, as an anthropolo-
gist, to offer a criticism of his views. In so doing I
shall not consider his main proposition, bu^ shall
examine the arguments which he uses to justify it.
These arguments are re stated in his latest article,
and the first one is that "the characteristics of the
negro-mind are of such a nature as to unfit him for
citizenship in this country." This conclusion is sup-
ported by the statement that the negro " is thoroughly
superstitious, and absolutelj' under the control of
supernaturalism, in some degrading form, and the
teachers of it. He is lacking in rationality and in
morality." This is stated as a general proposition,
and therefore it should apply to all those who are thus
subject to degrading superstition, and lacking in ra-
tionality and morality, whatever the color of their skins
or the race to which they belong. Now, I submit,
that the negro, as a rule, is no worse in those partic-
ulars than the general body of the lowest class among
the populations of the south and east of Europe, from
which localities many of the white immigrants to this
country are derived. Their superstitions are on a par
with, and often were exactly the same as those of the
African race, and have had, in many cases, a common
origin with them. The witchcraft of the middle ages,
many traces of which are still discoverable in the Old
World, if not in the New World, was undoubtedly
derived from the same source as the Voodooism of the
Negro, unless, indeed, the latter is an offshoot of the
former. It has been said, although I do not vouch for
it, that the word Voodo is merely a corruption of the
European word Vaudois, a name for the Waldenses
so crully persecuted, on the pretence of witchcraft and
other abominable practices, by the emissaries of the
Romish church. The rationality and morality of the
lowest members of the white race are on a par with
their superstition, and, therefore, according to Prof.
Cope's reasoning they should be excluded from citi-
zenship when they come to this country. Possibly he
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may be prepared to accept this conclusion, but it is
contrary to the fundamental principle of the United
States' Constifution, and as it cannot be applied to the
whites, it is equally inadmissible as against the colored
people.
Prof. Cope's second argument appears intended
to meet this point. He says that the peculiar traits
of the negro "depend on an organic constitution
which it will require ages to remove." To give em-
phasis to this statement, he adds, " corresponding
qualities in the lower strata of the white race, are mod-
ified or removed in a comparatively short time, on
account of superior mental endowments." It seems
to me that this reasoning is not justified by the facts.
It assumes, on the one side, that the white people of
the United States may be taken as representing the
whole white race, and, on the other side, that the col-
ored people of the United States may be judged of by
the negro of the African continent. Now, what may
be true of the inhabitants of one country maj' not ap-
ply to those of another country, although they may
belong to the same stock. For example, because,
under the conditions presented b}' native life in Africa,
it would take many generations, or ages, to alter the
organic constitution on which the traits said to be char-
acteristic of the negro mind depend, it does not follow
that the same can be said of the negro constitution
under the conditions to which he is subjected in the
United States. Assuming the truth of the fact, re-
ferred to by Prof. Cope in his earlier article (p. 2053),
that "quadrumanous features in all parts of the struc-
ture are far more frequently observed in the negro than
in the white race." I do not attach the same import-
ance to it in relation to the negro in the United States as
he does. There is not merely a considerable probabil-
ity that the negro is an older race than the Indo-Euro-
pean. It may be regarded as an absolute certainty.
And the very fact that he has had a longer period in
which to improve than any other race, and yet has
failed to do so, is no discredit to the African. For,
through the whole long series of ages he has been sub-
jected to climatic and other influences which have not
only hampered him in the race of life, but have abso-
lutely prevented any improvement. Remove those
influences and replace them with others fitted for pro-
gress, and there is no reason in the organic constitution
of the negro why he should not in the course of a few
generations improve in his mental organization, so as
to be quite as well fitted to exercise the functions of
citizenship as a large number of the white inhabitants
of the United States. I have seen it stated that the
negro of this country shows in his physical structure
an improvement over his imported ancestors. The
mental improvement which accompanies the progress
of education, and the constant association with the
white race, must be attained with improved physical
development.
Possibly the change for the better in the mental
character of the negro may not be so rapid as it would
be in the lower strata of the white race ; but when we
consider the gross superstition prevalent in that strata
in some parts of Europe, notwithstanding the many
generations in which it has been subjected to the in-
fluences of civilization and Christianity, such a state-
ment may be questioned. If, moreover, we give the
white race its widest extension, it will be found to in-
clude peoples as degraded at least as most of the Afri-
can peoples. Notwithstanding the color of their skin,
there are strong reasons for believing that the Austra-
lian aborigines belong to the primitive white stock,
and as a race they appear to be absolutely unimprov-
able. Wherever they come into contact with Euro-
peans they gradually die ovit. The negro is not thus
affected. Neither when left alone, nor when under
the influence of Europeans, does he die out. Not-
withstanding the unfavorable conditions of slavery, the
negroes thrived in the United States, and since their
emancipation they have largely increased in number.
The Africans evidently have great viability, and there
is nothing to show that they have not also sufficient
plasticity to become fitted for the privileges of citizen-
ship.
This may be regarded, however, from one stand-
point, as an additional evil. Prof. Cope's third argu-
ment is that if the Negro remains in this country, he
will mix with the whites until, in a half century or
less, there will not be a person of pure negro blood in
it. He adds, " there will be, in accordance with the
usual rate of increase, an immense population of mu-
lattoes, where there should be an equal number of
whites. The deterioration thus resulting would tell
disastrously on our intellectual and moral, and conse-
quently on our political prosperity." This super-
structure is raised on a frail foundation. Prof. Cope
must produce statistics to show the number of mixed
marriages, before his conclusions can be accepted. I
am told that the pure-blooded colored people look
down upon those who have white blood in their veins.
It may be doubted, therefore, whether the statement
(p. 2 no) that "the inferior race has never been
known to resist the attractions of the superior to any
great extent .... least of all the negro," is true. Of
course there is a certain amount of race mingling,
chiefly between white men and colored women, but
where there is so great a difference as between the
Negro and the European, it has not been shown to ex-
ist to any great extent. The existence in the near
future of an immense population of mulattoes is far
from probable, and in my opinion is impossible. This
view is confirmed by the facts mentioned by Mr.
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Moise in Tlie Open Court, p. 20S6. But surely, in
any case, Prof. Cope cannot be correct in asserting
that there should be an equal number of whites in the
place of his immense population of mulattoes ! The
mulattoes are to displace all the pure negroes, and if
there ought to be an equal number of whites, these
should displace the negroes too. But how are they
to do so ? Not by intermarriage, as this produces
mulattoes : and, unless deported, the colored people
will continue to increase in number by marriage among
themselves.
For the reasons above stated. Prof. Cope's infer-
ence that a disastrous deterioration in the intellectual
and moral, and consequently the political prosperity
of the white race will take place owing to the inter-
mixture of races, may be regarded as unfounded.
But, further, I question whether we have sufficient
data to enable us to say what would be the actual
effect of such an intermingling of blood, if conducted
on the large scale supposed. Prof. Cope says, "with
a few distinguished exceptions, the hybrid is not as
good a race as the white, and in some respects it often
falls below the black, especially in the sturdy qualities
which accompany vigorous physique." Probably the
conditions of the union have much to do with the re-
sult. In Madagascar the superiority of the chiefs in
many tribes is usually ascribed to the fact that they
have Arab blood in their veins. If the intermixture
were more general, as would necessarily be the case if
Prof. Cope is right in his idea of what will happen
within the next fifty years, a different result might
possibly accrue from that which he pictures.
Prof. Cope regards the question of race as of
greater importance in its results than that of negro
rule. But if the negro is fit to rule, which is the chief
prerogative of citizenship, his race characteristics
ought not to be of much moment. As to whether he
has capacity or not, no evidence is given. He stated
(p. 2053) that the unfitness of the negro to exercise
the privileges of a citizen and a voter, "was asserted
before hand, and has been demonstrated by many
years of experience since" and that "there is plenty
of evidence to show that negro rule is a travesty of
government," and I presume Prof. Cope is right. But,
so far as the negro in the United States is concerned,
we must remember that little more than a generation
has passed since slavery was abolished, a time hardly
sufficient to allow us to judge properly of the effect of
the experiment. If it is true, as Mrs. Mary Gunning
states in The Open Court (p. 2134), that laboring
colored men in Florida "walk miles to the office of
registration to ensure the exercise of the ballot," the
fact shows that they appreciate the privilege of voting,
and this appreciation will not exist without the power
of exercising it properly.
To affirm, as Prof. Cope does (p. 21 10), that "the
negro has utterly failed in all but absolute govern-
ments, whatever they may be in name," is beside the
question. Such a supposition as that the colored
people will ever be in a position, numerically or other-
wise, as to govern the United States, directly or indi-
rectly, appears to me to be vain. Ruling in the sense
of depositing a vote in the ballot-box, or even of elect-
ing a few municipal officers, is very different from car-
rying the legislature of a State or of the Union, so as to
establish another form of government, and I doubt
whether a fear of any such result has much weight in
Prof. Cope's mind.
I do not propose to refer to the scheme for the
transportation of the seven millions of negroes to Cen-
tral Africa, under the auspices of Mr. Stanley, beyond
saying that the facts do not seem to require any such
extreme measure. The Hon. Wm. C. P. Breckin-
ridge, speaking from the Southern standpoint, says in
The Arena, "we know we have to carry the negro
with us as we go upward in the race of life, or that he
will pull us down. We know that everything done,
that makes him a better man, more capable of self-
support, more provident and frugal, is advantageous
to us." Considered in this spirit, the race problem
ought not to be insoluble, and if the race prejudice
which is the real source in many minds of the agita-
tion on the subject can be overcome, there is no rea-
son why the negro should not become a very valuable
citizen, even if he seldom rises above the lower strata
of society. If the action of the Federal Legislature
is to be evoked in relation to the question, it should
be to carry out some scheme by which the colored
population should be induced to diffuse itself through-
out the states generally, instead of becoming consoli-
dated as a body in the Mississippi Valley, as there
appears reason for believing is the tendency. Then,
as Mr. Breckinridge says, "the negro would realize
that his future depends on the goodwill and conscience
of the whites among whom his lot is cast, and he would
have every temptation to be industrious, honest, and
provident," which is a fair test of a good citizen.
LOCALIZATION OF BRAIN ACTIVITY.
FISSURES AND CONVOLUTIONS.
It is commonly acknowledged that the hemispheres
are the seat of all psychic activity. This, however, is
true in a limited sense only. Properly speaking man
does not think with his brain alone ; he thinks with
his entire body. Yet in the brain, especially in the
hemispheres and the hemispheric ganglions {nucleus
caudatus and nucleus leiitiformis), his psychic activity
is concentrated. The co-operation of every part of the
organism is necessary to produce thought as the final
result at the centre of the organism's activity.
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Flourens proposed the theory, that the hemispheres
performed their functions in a way such that the entire
cortex is always engaged in any kind of mental work
performed. If part of the cortical substance be lost,
Flourens maintains that all the functions will be pro-
portionately affected.
Goltz adopted Flourens's view to the extent of hold-
ing, that in case of a loss of cortical matter some homol-
ogous substance would perform the functions of the por-
tion lost. The vicarious activity of brain-substance ap-
pears to be a well-established fact, although it does not
take place to such an extent and in such a way as Flou-
rens supposed. "The different parts of the hemispheres
are," as Prof. Hering says, "like a great toolbox with
innumerable kinds of tools. Each single cerebral
element is a particular tool. Consciousness may be
hkened to a workingman whose tools gradually become
so numerous, so various, and so specialized that he
has for every detail of his work a tool which is spe-
cially adapted to perform just this kind of work very
easily and accurately. If he loses one of his tools,
he still possesses a thousand other tools to do the
same work although with more difficulty and loss of
time. Should he lose these thousand also, he might
retain hundreds, with which he can possibly do his
work still, but the difficulty increases. He must have
lost a very large number of his tools if certain actions
become absolutely impossible."
*
* *
Gall was the first to propound a localization of the
different psychic functions. He started from the sup-
position that the skull being the case of the brain ought
to show its formation, and he founded upon this sup-
I.
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blood than any other part of the bod}-. The more
work an animal has to do with its brain, the more
blood is needed in the cortex. Thus the arteries sur-
rounding the superficial structures of the hemispheres
become stronger and sink deeper, and the fissures are
produced as if to form a natural system of irriga-
tions. The fissures are, as Seitz calls them, nutrimen-
tral channels,* Ndhrsclilitze.
The names of the different parts of the hemi-
spheres, their lobes, convolutions, and fissures may
be studied in the adjoined diagrams. The most im-
portant fissures are the fissure of Rolando or sulcus
centralis, which is the province of the motor centres,
and the fissure of Sylvius, which, together with the
adjoining part of the third frontal convolution in the
left hemisphere, is the centre of speech. «. (After Ecke
The convolutions and lobes are in Roman letters, the fissures in Italics.
The attempts at localizing the different functions of
the cortex have been but partly successful. The moat
important results, by Ferrier and by Munk, may be
studied in the adjoined diagrams.
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MOTOR rtGIONS OF A MONKE\ S
(After Ee
Sfde view of left hemisphere
.
Upper surface of left hemisphere.
Putting forward of opposite leg, as in walk
2. Complex movements of thi{
foot, with adapted movements of trunk.
3. Movements of tail.
4. Retraction and adduction of opposite fore-limb.
5. E.xtension forward of opposite arm and hand, as if to reach or touch
something in front,
a, l>, c, d. Successive complex movements of fingers and wrist, ending in
clinching of fist.
6. Supination and flexion of forearm, by which the hand is raised toward
the ath.
7. Action of the zygomatic muscle by which the angle of the mouth is re-
tracted and elevated.
S. Elevation of the ala of nose and the upper lip, with depression of lower
lip so as to expose the canine teeth on the opposite side.
9. Opening of mouth with protrusion cf tongue.
10. Opening of mouth with retraction of tongue.
11. Retraction of angle of mouth.
12. Eyes opening widely, pupils dilating, liead and eyes turning toward
opposite side.
13. 13'. Eyeballs moving to opposite side, pupils generally contracting.
14. Sudden retraction of opposite ear.
15. Torsion of lip and nostril on the same side. This place is situated in
the subiculum of Cornu Ammonis.
IMPORTANT FRENCH PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS.
correspondence of lucien arreat.
My Dear Sir :
—
The present quarter has produced an abundance of books.
Of one of these—that of M. Fouillee— I shall reserve what criti-
cism I have to make, that I may be able to speak more at length
of it in my next letter. While two others
—
Le Probleine ReligicKx au
XIX. Siecle (The Religious Problem in the Nineteenth Century),
by M. J. E, Alaux, and Rapports dii R.'liUif et d'A/tsohi (Relations
of the Relative and the Absolute), by M. Felix Cellarier— I shall
merely mention.
M. Alaux for some time has been engaged in the work of rec-
onciling the spirit of philosophy with the spirit of religion
—
science with faith. But he does not view the subject in the light
that your magazine does ; and the investigation of God that he
assigns to philosophy, as well as religion, we relegate without
qualification to the province of ancient metaphysics. You would
not accept "the Catholic Faith, transformed," which to M. Alaux
appears the only acceptable solution.
As regards M. Cellarier, he takes us back to the problems of
ontology, of finality, and the like. He seeks another way of rec-
onciliation- that of the Relative and the Absalute—and over and
beyond this he aims at the establishment of a theory of cognition.
He is a man of concepts and a logician. But when the concepts
are substanceless grains it is very much to be feared that the
mill-stone of logic will never produce flour. Some attempts at re-
conciliation make us think of " that affair which will come off Sun-
day and which will perhaps not have been accomplished on Mon-
day," as Madame de Sevigne said of the remarkable marriage of
M. de Lauzun to the Grande Mademoisel c.
By way of amends I shall recommend to your attention an
interesting work by M. Paul Janet, La Philosophie de Laurcnnois.
This is a very curious piece of history; and highly instructive, too,
from the comparison that it suggests between -our state of mind
and that of the great polemic, who affords the strange spectacle of
the conversion, from religion to free-thought, of a man who
besides being a clergyman, had reached his maturity.
It is scarcely necessary further to recommend the new book of
Dr. J. Luvs's, Les Emotions dans I'Eiat d'Hypnotistnc^ (The Emo-
tions in the Hypnotic State), and an important work by Dr. S.
IcARD, La Feinnie pendant la Periode Menstruelle, Etude de Psvtl'.o-
logie Morbide et de Medicine Ligale (Woman during the Menstrual
Period ; a Study in Morbid Psychology and Medical Jurispru-
dence). These highly special studies in pathology interest philos-
ophy proper less directly than philosophers, for whom they con-
stitute a great storehouse of facts.
Again, we find a thesis for the doctorate, Essai sur les Dotmees
Imincdiates de la Conscience (A Disquisition upon the Immediate
Data of Consciousness) ; by a new author, moreover.
Of the Hebrew race and of Polish nationality, M. Henri
Bergson is unquestionably a distinguished thinker ; and he pos-
sesses the advantage, now become rare among philosophers, of
handling mathematical instruments with facility. On the other
hand, his knowledge of physiology is not extensive. I should not
like to pass judgment upon him from this thesis, where the desire
is too much betrayed to produce something new, and where the
" university wrinkle " is also somewhat too apparent. M. Berg-
son's manner is plausible and subtle ; but he is not always clear.
He opens again the old drawers of the theory of cognition, with-
out succeeding in imparting to them greater facility of movement,
and he seeks to establish, in particular, that the problem of free-
dom and freewill is nothing more than the modern form of the
sophisms of the old Eleatic school. He attacks the error of the
psychologists who persist, as he says, "in putting in space phe-
nomena that do not occupy space"—as states of consciousness
—
and who improperly translate "non-extension into extension, and
quality into quantity." His own error is perhaps the belief that
we can never get rid of all the illusions of the mind, but that they
appear necessary; the best we can do is to bear with them, and
remain naive realists, under pain of understanding nothing at all.
More sincere is the new posthumous work of Guvau, La Ge-
ncse de fhUe de Temps (The Genesis of the Idea of Time). M.
Fouillee has supplied it with a very compact introduction, in
which he examines the Kantian theory of time and compares it
with the evolutionary theory
Guyau's doctrine may be epitomized in the following two
propositions ; (i) we derive Time from Space ; and (2) we construct
Spaec, like we do Time, from our actions, our desires, our inten-
tions. "It is contrary to the true laws of evolution," he writes,
"to attempt, as Spencer does, to construct space from time, when on"
the contrary it is from space that we get our notion of time."
Neither has discrimination, the primordial element of intelligence,
need of the idea of time for its proper exercise, since time on the
contrary presupposes it ; nor is the notion of sequence, to which
Spencer refers time, a primary notion. "Primitively, all things
("o-exist, and both tactile and visual sensations tend spontaneously
to take a vague spacial form, without distinction of time, and
without precise dimensions. " ' ' The devant ctre is that which I have
not and which I desire or have need of A being that desires
nothing, that aspires after nothing, will see time vanish from his
» M. Luys's work is published by J. B. Baillii5re. Felix Ale
lisher of tlie other works mentioned.
pub-
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sphere. The future is not Ihnt -i'hicli conns towards us, but ttiat
towards which we go." " Siicci'ssion is an abstract from iiiotory
effort exercised in space ; from effort, which, when it becomes con-
scious, is intention." "The idea of time, like that of space, is
empirically the result of the adaptation of our actions and of our
desires to one and the same medium, unknown and perhaps un-
knowable," ' ' Movement in space has created time in the con-
sciousness of man. Without movement no time." "The leaves
of the atlas of time are distances, places, and local scenes. " ' ' Eter-
nity is either nullity or chaos ; with the introduction of order tnto
our sensations and thoughts time begins."
By the side of the study of Guyau we will place that of Dr.
Ph. Tissie, Les Rt-ves, Physiologie et Pathologie (Dreams : Their
Physiology and Pathology), with a preface by Prof. Azam. This
also is a monograph. It is indeed not very well executed, and
upon the whole it is less complete than the work (now old) of M.
Alfred Maury ; but it is interesting. M. Tissie studies the forma-
tion of dreams in natural, morbid, and hypnotic sleep. He estab-
lishes the influence of dreams upon ideation and upon actions per-
formed during both the sleeping and waking states. He shows, in
fine, the relation that exists between sleep on the one hand, and
dreams, hallucinations, the duplication of personality, auto-sug-
gestion, and the suggestion and recollection of memories, on the
other. This relation is even a priori conceivable, in the sense
that the author takes it, which is that the equilibrium between the
functions of the two egos, the splanchnic (or visceral) and the sen-
sorial, constitutes the physiological and psychic ego such as it is
comprehended in the waking state, while the overthrow of this
equilibrium produces the ego of the sleeping state. In sleep the
splanchnic ego always continues to perform its functions ; but the
sensorial ego is deranged, and its episodical memories are aroused
at random from impressions received, forming the most singular
combinations.
The analogy established by M. Tissie between the different
states of sleep is legitimate, and the facts adduced directly confirm
it. We are concerned heie with species of the same genus : I mean
the dream considered under its physiological (or natural), patho-
logical, and hypnotic aspects. The analogy no longer possesses
this value when it is transferred from suggestion to education, as
for example Guyau has done in his Education and Heredity : or,
what is the same thing, from suggestion to imitation, as M. Tarde
does in the work which yet remains for me to speak of. It fur-
nishes, here, nothing more than a term of comparison, and explains
nothing. Between the two orders of facts that are ostensibly
brought together by the analogy, there is plainly a hiatus much
too profound.
Les Lois de I'/mitation, Etude Sociologigue (The Laws of Imi-
tation : A Sociological Study) is the title of the work of M. G.
Tarde, just mentioned. The author is already known to you, at
least by his Criminalite Comparee. The tact of the psychologist
is united with the experience of the jurist, in M. Tarde. He
strives, perhaps, after originality ; but he finds it. There is always
something unexpected, something new in what he writes. His
present volume, a little too copious and luxuriant, contains treas-
ures, and to a certain point its contents are a surprise.
What is society ? M. Tarde writes. It is imitation. Imitation
is the soul of social life. And what is imitation ? A simple effect
of suggestion. The man of society is a somnambulist ; we live by
repetition and routine. Social statistics become the applied study
of imitation and of its laws ; history, the collection of the most
successful events, that is to say of the enterprises most imitated :
the destiny of imitations is the sole thing that interests the his-
torian. That which is invented or imitated is an idea or a volition,
a judgment or an intention. Success is the issue of a logical duel be-
tween ideas. Imitation, in fine, proceeds from within to without
:
the imitation of ideas precedes that of their expression
; imitation
of ends, that of means.
This is his thesis, or rather his theses— in rough outlines.
Hitherto, sociologists, particularly the Positivists from Comte to
Spencer, have studied concrete social action, regarded as the out-
and-out product of human activity. M. Tarde aims to study the
social factor, man himself—to refer sociology to psychology ; and
he believes he is thus in a position to construct a pure science' of
sociology, applicable to all societies, present, past, or possil>/e. I
do not believe that his method is equal to that task. Imitation,
unquestionably, is an agency of great importance. But when we
come to examine that which has been invented and which will be
imitated, we are unavoidably obliged, it seems to me, to make in-
vention apply to the general conditions of social life—race, hab-
itat, barter, wants, intellectual expansion, etc. And sociologists
will always arrive at last at the question whether the succession of
inventions does not present a certain regularity, in other words
whether there are not laws that govern the historical evolution of
our species. (The word /aw I beg you to pass over, since it would
demand an explanation in the connection in which I have em-
ployed it.)
In a work which I discussed in my previous letter, M. Coste
has rightly attempted to characterize the principal factors in the
evolution of economical facts.
Either I am egregiously mistaken, or M. Tardi will have to go
back over the old beaten paths when he comes to formulate in
precise terms the logical laws of imitation, and to follow out their
application to the concrete and ordered facts of history. However
that may be. I recommend the reading of the book. It forms the
principal subject of our present letter—which it is high time, I
think, to close.
The spirit of philosophy has not remained inactive in France,
as you see. Accompanying the traditional bits of old lumber and
the usual paradoxes, there are acquisitions that appear real and
solid.
Paris, April, 1890.
BOOK REVIEWS.
Cesar's Column. A. Story of the Twentieth Century. By Ed-
mund Boisgilbert, M. D. Chicago: F. T. Schulte& Co. Pages,
367. Price, $1.25.
This book was doubtless suggested by " Looking Backward,"
but it is as pessimistic as Mr. Bellamy's was optimistic. Accord-
ing to " Dr. Boisgilbert " (understood to be a pseudonym) American
civilization is going from bad to worse and complete destruction
awaits it towards the close of the twentieth century. In igSS the
men and women show their deterioration in their very features :
there are no ,^<'«'fl' faces among the men, and the women are im-
modest and bold, "splendid animals and nothing more." The
aristocracy of the world has become Jewish. Immigration has
gone on unrestricted, the poor have become so poor that they
never eat meat unless it is a rat or mouse, nor do they marry,
being unable to pay the fee. The workingmen are bribable and
would mortgage their souls for a hundred dollars. The old yeo-
manry have given place to cruel and bloodthirsty peasants, who
murder, when the time comes, for the fun of it. Free speech has
been forbidden. The forms of a Republic continue, but the real
centre of government is in the palace of a disgusting libertine.
Religion itself has become vulgar, even sensual ; and ushers, dressed
like guards in uniform, keep poorly dressed people from entering
the churches. It is no wonder that suicide has become popular;
"
hundreds of persons in New York City daily dispose of themselves
in this way with elegance and dispatch. But a grim giant with a
"negroid " skin— Caesar by name—has organized a "Brotherhood
of Destruction " to do away with all this rottenness, and one fine
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day a quarter of a million bodies find themselves strewed about the
streets of New York. The corpses are piled up into a pyramid
designed to reach to the skies and to last while the earth stands
—
captive merchants, lawyers, and clergymen being the workers in
this scene, while the victorious proletariat stand over them as task-
masters, flourishing whips and clubs and filling the air with oaths.
Hence the title of the book, Cesar's Column.
It is evident that these colors are laid on too thick to have
much impressiveness for the reader who has not been brought up
on the cheap sensational literature of the day. The author has
probably good intentions, even pious intentions. More than once
he reminds us that "God lives beyond the stars," and "smiles
down from his throne beyond the stars." The principal charac-
ters have "family prayers" and join fervently in "supplications
to the throne of grace." In the new constitution which they, with
a remnant of mankind (for destruction has overtaken not only
America, but all Europe) form in Africa, "we first of all acknowl-
edge our dependence on Almighty God." Still piety and good in-
tentions do not of themselves make a readable book. The author,
unlike Mr. Bellamy, essays to make a story with incidents ; but
there is hardly a character that possesses life, likeness, or sponta-
neity. We read of Estella's "blue eyes bright as stars" and of
"her long golden hair "; but personally she is a nonentity. The
plot is artificial and moves like a mechanism. We have heard one
innocent reader say that now she understood something of the
plots of the Chicago Anarchists ; but the " Anarchists " were lambs
compared with the doubly-dyed villains who lead the " Brother-
hood of Destruction." It is too bad that the author should not
have played on his theme to better advantage. For that there is
danger as well as promise ahead for our civilization, no thinking
person will deny. But all is made so monstrous in this book, that
it is indistinguishable from melodrama. At the same time the
author has scattered excellent suggestions here and there ; and he
has evidently thought more deeply on the social question than
have those who attribute all our ills to laws or 'the absence of
them. " Indifference to the great laws of brotherhood which lies at
the root of Christianity " he sees is the root of the trouble. He
shows plainly that a brutalized and fierce proletariat can destroy,
but are powerless to reconstruct society. The preface is the best
part of the book and shows that the author can write with power.
w. M. s.
Philosophia Ultima ; or The Science of Sciences. Vol. II. By
C/iar/es Woodruff Shields, D. D., LL, D. New York : Charles
Scribner's Sons. 482 pp. Price S3 00.
Over a year ago we reviewed in our columns the first volume
of the present work, and pointed out wherein the method of Dr.
Shield's differed from that which The Open Court employs in the so-
lution of problems that arise anent the question of the reconciliation
of religion with science. The present volume is occupied, (i) with
the History of the Sciences, and (2) with the Logic of the Sciences.
This division, with its preliminary chapters, corresponds to Dr.
Shield's formulation of the purpose of philosophy in the questions
;
What can we know ? How can we know ? Why should we know ?
What the Philosophia Ultima is, may be derived from this. It will
appear, says Dr. Shield's, that the solution of the questions formu-
lated would exhaust the whole problem of philosophy. But the end-
less pursuit and ceaseless acquisition of knowledge are, in the nature
of the world and things, all that is conceivable and possible. Con-
stant progress in the realm of wisdom is the task that is set us,
but never perfect fulfilment. Accordingly, final philosophy—the
Philosophia Ultima—is not, as its name might imply, a "finished
system of perfected knowledge," but an " ultimate or ideal scheme
of research" derived, we might say, from the present spirit and
tendency of inductive investigation and the formal nature of the
human mind,—in other words it is the ultimate method io be em-
ployed in the pursuit of truth.
This enlightened view of the progress and nature of human
knowledge, the author supports with utterances of uncommon in-
sight and excellence. But it is often difficult to reconcile with
later positions the spirit that in the introduction dictates the ac-
ceptance of that grand saying of Lessing, one of the most precious
of our heritages from him, that 'did the Almighty God, holding
in his right hand Truth and in his left hand the ever-living impulse
to seek the Truth, ask him which he would prefer, he would fall
into the left hand of the Lord, and say, with humility though
without hesitation, Give rae the impulse to seek the Truth' For
the acceptance of that supremely ethical idea demands the re-
jection of revelation as a source of knowledge ; yet Dr. Shields
concludes the chapter on the "Purification of the Sciences" with
the assertion that "philosophy, in order to accomplish its highest
aim and function as the science and art of knowledge, must begin
by proving revelation and reason to be joint factors of knowledge "
.... and that " the very foundations of a complete philosophical
system must be laid partly in natural theology and the Christian
evidences." Surely, this is choosing what God holds in his right
hand.
It is the thesis that a theory of revelation is needed to com-
plete the special sciences—not the classification of theology and
revelation among the sciences—that we object to, and that we
think is contravened by the very method of historical presentation
Dr. Shields employs. The surest cure for the notion that the
special sciences need the complementary aid of revelation for their
perfection, is to be found in the study of the history of the evolu-
tion of scientific knowledge.
But notwithstanding this difference of opinion in a point of
fundamental importance, and at times a criticisable tendency to
mysticism, we pay—and gladly—the tribute of our highest admira-
tion to the sweet purity of tone, the liberality and impartiality of
spirit that pervade the work. The book is written in an attractive
style and evinces a range of reading and a power of epitomization
that are truly striking. Its serenity and earnestness, others would
do well to imitate. i^KpK.
NOTES.
We announce the publication this week of a new work of three
hundred and three pages entitled "Wheelbarrow." It contains
the articles written, and discussions carried on, under Wheelbar-
row's name during the past three years in the columns of The
Open Court ; including the controversy on the Ethics of the Board
of Trade, by Wheelbarrow and Sympathizer (Mr. Lyman J. Gage),
and the correspondence on the Single Tax Question with Mr.
Hugh O, Pentecost and others ; also the essays on Thomas Hood,
Gerald Massey, and Robert Burns, " the poets of liberty and la-
bor," and an autobiography of the author. ($1.00.)
It may be of interest to our readers to know the subjects that
remain to be treated of in the editorial series on the physiology
and psychology of the brain. They are (following the essay in this
number on Fissures and Convolutions), i) Loss of Brain-Sub-
stance, 2) The Centre of Language, 3) The Sensory Centres,
4) Experiments on Animals, 5) The Organ of Consciousness and
the Seat of Intelligence.
Mr. W. M. Salter in a recent communication kindly calls at-
tention to a passage from the Libation of ^schylus (Powers, line
496), which he thinks admirably fits the thoughts set forth in the
articles of Mr. E. C. Hegeler on Immortality. It reads :
" For children are the voices that preserve
Man's niemory when he dies."
